International Conference:

Violence and Politics in Germany:
Origins and Consequences of Nazism

13 January, at Bar Ilan University

Nanotechnology Building (206), Hall C-50
9:30 Greetings
10:00-13:00 Morning Panel:
Second Reich and Weimar
Chair: Dan Michman, Ramat Gan
Doron Avraham, Ramat Gan: Training the Citizens: Violence and Military Practices in 19th Century German Liberal Thought
Ishay Landa, Raanana: ‘Take care not to spit against the wind!’: War on the Last Man from Nietzsche to Jünger
11:30-12:00 Coffee
Shulamit Volkov, Tel Aviv: The Weimar Republic: On the Primacy of Political Assassination
14:30-17:00 Afternoon Panel
Third Reich: Violence Against the Jews, Language and Legitimation
Chair: Ella Belfer, Ramat Gan
Thomas Pegelow Kaplan, Davidson, NC: Rethinking Nazi Violence: Linguistic Injuries, Physical Brutalities, and Dictatorship Building
Daniel Uziel, Jerusalem: „Schlagt den Judenkommisar, seine Fresse schreit nach einem Ziegelstein!” Violence in the Wehrmacht Propaganda
16:00-16:30 Coffee
Jost Düffier, Cologne: Humanitarian Intervention as Legitimation for Violence: the German Case 1937/1940

14 January, at Tel Aviv University

Wiener Library, Gruss-Wiener Building
9:00 Coffee
9:30-11:00 Morning Panel Part I:
Third Reich: Violence and Community
Chair: Roni Stauber, Tel Aviv
Sven Reichardt, Konstanz: Interaction between Consensus and Violence in National Socialism
11:00-11:30 Coffee
11:30-13:00 Morning Panel Part II:
1945-1968
Inge Marszolek, Bremen: The Reconstruction of the European Mission of Germany in the 50s
Sarah Colvin, Birmingham: Violence, Counter-Violence, or “Enlightening Violence”? Differentiation and Justification in German Left-Wing Discourse in 1968
14:30-19:00 Afternoon Panel Part I
1968 and after
Chair: Sagi Schaefer, Tel Aviv
Thomas Skelton-Robinson, Hamburg: The Ignored Resurgence of Neo-Nazi Terrorism in Germany: the Case of the so-called Zwickau Cell or National Socialist Underground (NSU), 1998-2011
16:00-16:30 Coffee
16:30-19:00 Film and Discussion
Webb Building, Room 001
Filmscreening: David Wnendt: „Die Kriegerin” followed by Roundtable Discussion: Neonazism, Gender and Violence in Germany Today
José Brunner, Tel Aviv, Sophie Walsh, Ramat Gan, Marianne Zepp, Tel Aviv

Free Admission

www.il.boell.org
Tel (03) 7717345
www.tau.ac.il/GermanHistory
Tel (03) 6409731
http://history.biu.ac.il
Tel: (03) 5318390

The Conference will take place on Sunday–Monday, 13–14 January 2013, (2–3 Shvat 5773) at Bar Ilan University and Tel Aviv University
to mark the 80th anniversary of the Nazi seizure of power in January 1933
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